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ACROSS
1: large gregarious predatory feline of Africa
and India having a tawny coat with a shaggy
mane in the male
5: the 13th letter of the Hebrew alphabet
8: type genus of the Amiidae
9: a spread made chiefly from vegetable oils
and used as a substitute for butter
11: the intolerance and prejudice of a bigot
13: the union of Greece and Cyprus (which is
the goal of a group of Greek Cypriots)
14: keep informed of fully aware
17: a typeface with letters slanting upward to
the right
18: a white crystalline ester that is applied to
mucous membranes as a local anesthetic
22: prepare for publication or presentation by
correcting, revising, or adapting
23: interact in a certain way
24: the compass point midway between
northeast and east
25: a fencing sword similar to a foil but with a
heavier blade
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DOWN
1: a boy or man
2: the United Nations agency concerned with
international maritime activities
3: the investigative arm of the Federal Trade
Commission
4: a plate bearing a name
5: a procession of people traveling in motor
cars
6: an assay that relies on an enzymatic
conversion reaction and is used to detect the
presence of specific substances (such as
enzymes or viruses or antibodies or bacteria)
7: having or characterized by moderate or a
well-balanced supply of moisture
10: a city in the Asian part of Russia
12: a ludicrous or grotesque act done for fun
and amusement
14: ulcerated chilblain on the heel
15: a short composition for a solo instrument;
intended as an exercise or to demonstrate
technical virtuosity
16: eat at home
19: pressure exerted by the fluids inside the
eyeball; regulated by resistance to the outward
flow of aqueous humor
20: the compass point that is one point east
(clockwise) of due north
21: the organ of sight
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